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Why move to the Cloud?
It’s a No-Brainer

Businesses suﬀer to maintain Traditional IT set up
Are you one of them?

Susceptible to Downtime

Lack of Scalability

Not so resilient and cannot guarantee
a consistently high level
of server performance

Inability to scale up or down
as per your business demands, leaves
you trapped with investments of
infrastructure cap-ex

Increased Running Cost

Increased TCO

The value of physical servers keeps decreasing
with time, resulting in a very low ROI; If your
business slows, the purchased equipment
and additional server space will be of no use,
yet you will end up paying for them

Your Cap-ex (on-premises hardware / software),
Op-ex (services, support, and maintenance fees),
and Indirect costs (potential downtime
and time-to-market delays) is a huge burden to carry

Cloud can give you more than you think…
Move the Cloud to drive revenue and growth... not just cost savings!

Pay as you go - 15.07% Of
average reduction in IT
spending

Oﬀers total ﬂexibility
(If your business needs to be
scaled up or down, the
ﬂexibility is baked into the
service)

Takes the hassle out
of collaboration

Makes Disaster Recovery
Simple
Cloud-based backup and
recovery solutions saves time
and avoids large up-front
investment

Oﬀers Automatic Software
Updates

20.66%
of average increase in time to
market

19.63%
of average increase in
company growth following
the implementation of cloud

Helps to future
Proof any modern business

Oﬀers greater
Protection and security
measures

Allows
Employees to work from
anywhere

Enables
Regulatory agility
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Understanding the Cloud’s Atmospheric Layers

Infrastructure as a Service - HOST
Managed by

Vendor & You

Users:

End Users

Users:

Application Developers

Users:

Network Architects

Used for:

Applications

Used for:

Middleware (DB, App Server, ESB)

Used for:

Virtualization, Hardware, OS

SaaS is a business application

PaaS is a combination of IaaS and

IaaS is the delivery of components

created and hosted by a service

a set of middleware, software

such as hardware, software, data

provider. In this model, users do

development and deployment tools

center space, networking and

not have any action on the

that allow the company to create,

storage.

environment and the vendor or

develop and deploy on a cloud

service provider takes care of the

up to speed.

entire infrastructure and also the
application.

Now choose the best - Public vs. Private vs. Hybrid
Is your organization planning to adopt cloud technology?
Then wondering which hosting solution you should choose?
To make your job easier, let’s compare the three options available - Public, Private, and Hybrid

PUBLIC

PRIVATE

Cloud infrastructure exclusively
operated for your organization

Diﬀerent businesses share the
core infrastructure

Only your business can access the
resources

Logically-separated data and
applications accessible only to
authorized personnel

Ideal if you need high
performance access to a ﬁle
system

Ideal if you need long-term,
cost-eﬀective storage solutions

Ideal for businesses in medical or
ﬁnancial industries that deal in
sensitive information

HYBRID
Internal services provided by
internal cloud and external
services provided by external
cloud
Ideal for large organizations
experimenting with the ﬂexibility
of public cloud

Ideal for SMB’s or an individual
department within an
organization without security
concerns

So which is BEST?
90% of enterprises adopts Hybrid Cloud Solution

Hybrid Cloud would be the ideal choice if you want the best of both worlds

Sensiple partners with business to customize a
Cloud solution that best ﬁts the need of their organization
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